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Regain your mobility and remain in your home. 

Butler Mobility’s Inclinced Platform Lifts (IPL) are manufactured in Pennsylvania, USA.
Butler Mobility has manufactured wheelchair lifts since 1968. We produce “The Lift that Lasts” - customizing
each lift and installing it into your home, to provide independence and the convenience you deserve.

IPLs are custom built to your size speci�cations and needs. 
Our lifts are easy to install and will maintain the structure of your home.

No modi�cations are required to install our lifts, nor will the lift block the stairway.

Each of the two rails on our IPL take up just four inches of stair width when the unit is not in use, ensuring
the safety and convenience of family members and others traversing the stairs. Our lifts are designed
with appearance and functionality in mind.

The Lift that Lasts.



Butler Mobility Products

Our IPLs are ADA-compliant and meet or exceed all 
National Safety Code (ANSI/ASME code) requirements for residental use.
All electrical components are UL certi�ed and the unit requires
only standard household current and a dedicated standard outlet.

Our power transmission has been certi�ed by Met Laboratories, Inc.
to ASME A 17.5/CSA B44.1-11 meeting approved standards
for Elevator and Escalator Electrical Equipment. The Butler Mobility
inclined platform lift is certi�ed to lift 750 lbs. (350 kg.)
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 All Inclined Platform Lifts have
three directional switches, all within
easy reach of the user. 

Switches are located on the platform,
upper landing and the bottom landing.
Keyed controls are also available.
All switches are ‘momentary’ (constant
pressure) to meet safety code
requirements. 

 In the event of a power failure, the standard battery backup
 will bring the platform up and down as many as 5 times,
 depending on the age of the battery, height and load,
 so the user is never left stranded

 

Butler Mobility will be here to support you after 
your purchase. We guarantee that your service needs will be met 
quickly and handled by friendly and quali�ed technical sta�.

Our wheelchair lifts are designed and manufactured
with a strong emphasis on quality, dependability and
customer safety. 
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Wheelchair Lift Safety Features 

Our IPL can be equipped with an automatic front or side folding ramp
 and a guard that locks �rmly in place during operation.

-Each wheelchair lift has an emergancy stop button
-Battery backup is standard
-Optional key-operated controls provide additional safety
-Slack/broken chain safety
-Redundant platform safeties
-Platform safety apron
-Over speed govenor
-Upper and lower limit switches
-Over travel safety switch
-Safety clutch 
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Our 



 
All the working mechanisms are concealed
to o�er a seamless, attractive appearance and
optimum safety in the home.

Butler Wheelchair Lift models are o�ered in �ve
beautiful earth tone colors at no additional charge.
These colors will not only blend well in the home but 
will enhance the beauty of the stairway.  Custom coatings
are also available at a small additional charge.

The platform and ramp are available in a beautiful
aluminum �nish. The platform is enhanced
with a skid resistant material. This material, chosen by the
customer, can be either 6” skid resistant tape or a black
high performance anti slip epoxy from Slip Doctors. 

The Inclined Platform Lift is designed with
appearance and functionality in mind

Autumn Brown Coastal Beige Sierra Foothills Weathered Chestnut Shale Gray
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Installation and Service

Butler Mobility

Butler wheelchair lifts are designed for installation that 
couldn’t be easier or less invasive. The rails attach at the top and bottom 
of the stairs with no modi�cations needed to the walls. The power unit is 
located at the bottom of the stairway and can be placed either on
the right or left hand side of the stairs depending upon space restrictions. 
A wall kit is available to place the power unit through an adjoining wall, 
or a remote power unit extension can re-locate the power unit to a 
more sutiable location near the stairway.

We back our indoor and outdoor IPL with warranties as well as nationwide customer service
and maintenance, either direct with Butler Mobility or through one of our authorized
dealer/installers.

Indoor IPL
Limited Lifetime Warranty

 
2 years coverage on the battery back-up pack
Lifetime coverage on all major parts including the motor, the motor box & drive
Labor not included

Ourdoor IPL Warranty
1 year coverage on the battery back-up pack
1 year coverage on all major parts including the motor, motor box & drive
Labor not included
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Butler Mobility

Speci�cations

Minimum Staircase Width Custom

Rail to Wall Distance (Incl. Rail) 4 inches

Material of Rail Steel

Maximum Rail Length ASME code

Rail Fixing Custom

Wall Fixing None

Maximum Incline Custom

Driving Speed 19.68 feet/minute

Lifting Capacity 750 lbs.

Power Supply 110 Volt AC or 220 Volt AC

Battery 24 Volt DC (2)
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